Results of the vote for the motions raised at the CVPR 2014 PAMI-TC Meeting
Motion 1: GC Paper Submission

“General chairs are permitted to submit papers to CVPR, but only if the program chairs guarantee that the general chairs will have the exact same access and software privileges regarding the reviewing process that are available to every author.”

Motion Passes

Yes: 281
No: 193
Motion 2: Open Reviewing

“It is strongly recommended that CVPR publish, for each accepted paper, the reviews, meta-reviews and author rebuttals in anonymous format. This information should be made publicly available in the CVF archive of CVPR papers.”

Motion Passes
Yes: 305
No: 169
Motion 3: “Double Blind Policy”

“A CVPR submission whose authors can only be identified with the aid, of external information, such as web search, is not in violation of the "double blind" policy.”

Motion Passes
Yes: 319
No: 156
Motion 4: New CVPR Charter

“Motion: The revised CVPR charter is hereby adopted.”

Motion Passes
Yes: 415
No: 34
CVPR 2017 Poll

San Juan: 332
Chicago: 91
Charlotte: 57